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Available neurological correlates of personal conscious experience can often be
detected, identified, and measured objectively. Substituting neurological correlates
uncritically for personal conscious experience per se, if unintended, would constitute
the error of reductionism. If intended, such substitution reflects decisions already
taken on basic and highly contentious issues concerning the acceptable nature of the
human person, offering no middle ground. Should personal aspects of individual
conscious experience be disregarded out of hand simply for not being in conformity
with available standards of objective scientific measurement? This logical quandary
presents a serious bifurcating challenge bearing significant implications for current
research in neuroscience cum neurophysiology, as discussed in the following article.

Preamble
Neuroscience cum neurophysiology

stands at the cusp of a transition in

thought regarding conscious experience.

Whereas detectible correlates of con-

scious experience can be identified and

measured scientifically, a relationship

between objective measurements and

individual consciousness experience re-

mains open to further consideration.

History of science is replete with funda-

mental transitions concerning scientific

thought over time, a positive characteris-

tic attesting to the dynamic emergence

of many advances within science. Never-

theless, intradisciplinary transitions dur-

ing such critical moments typically

harbor considerable tension. Anomalies

are often bracketed to “save the phenom-

ena,” albeit only temporarily. Expected

results may elude standardized methods,

yet unwanted alternative approaches

are resisted, even dismissed outright.

Dominant metaphysical presuppositions

become effectively impervious to modi-

fication. The dialogue of the deaf, result-

ing in such cases, bears classic features

of denial, bipolarity, and rejection well

identified by Thouless, Fleck, and Kuhn.

The following brief article features

transitions regarding scientific thought

in general; neurophysiology, in particu-

lar. The didactic approach taken is

necessarily multifaceted in virtue of the

considerable complexity characteristic

of deep transitions, whatever the disci-

pline. A more general background may

also assist to identify and facilitate an

appreciation regarding this nascent and

perhaps professionally invisible transi-

tion presently in train within neuro-

physiology.

The primary focus of this article is

the current state of affairs in neuro-

physiology, laden as it is with ingrained

assumptions even about what consti-

tutes conscious experience. Whether a

personal dimension, even a spiritual
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one, is to be precluded may well remain beyond the

range of science to properly adjudicate. As stressed

below, the fractured professional response to the

seminal work of Noë, for example, offers a wake-up

signal as to the pervasive depth of this unfolding

transition within neurophysiology. Gestalt-switch

“seeing” typically requires looking at problems in

a different way rather than merely looking harder in

a standardized way. Although it may be method-

ologically expedient to exclude individual personal

experience as not in conformity with objective crite-

ria, uncritical adherence to this narrow approach

may artificially truncate the domain of reality.1

Rendering superfluous the critical personal aspect of

conscious experience is at the core of a decades-old

problem entailing considerable complexity.2

The Problem Identified
Key interlinked issues may be highlighted with the

standard headache case. Jones claims to be experienc-

ing a headache. Various ancillary cranial measure-

ments could corroborate his claimed experience.

Nevertheless Jones himself is certain about his own

headache experience apart from these correlative

measurements. Invasive chemical or other treatment

blocking nerve signals might temporarily alleviate

his personal painful experience. External cranial mea-

surements, however, might continue to indicate that

Jones still exhibits expressions associated with hav-

ing a headache. Will the real headache experience

now stand up? Over recent decades, considerable

neurological research has been conducted along

reductionist lines, following the working assumption

that objective measurements constitute the essence

of detected experience.3

Exposing Hidden Assumptions
Science extols objectivity in research, so it attempts

to exclude subjective factors. While this well-known

ideal may be appropriate for cases of “matter and

motion,” as Sullivan avers, it is questionable whether

this approach could adequately deal with conscious

experience. Since the experiential aspect is inherently

personal, then without some further assumptions,

conscious experience could not even qualify for

meeting criteria of significant objectivity and stipu-

lated repeatability. Operational methodology for

neurophysiology could circumvent this inconvenient

dilemma by adopting, as surrogates, observations

and measurements carried out on the physiological

expressions associated with the claimed experience.

To confirm objectivity, similar measurable expres-

sions should be artificially induced using various

cortical stimuli, whether magnetic, electrical, physi-

cal, or chemical. Prima facie, then, any such equiva-

lency maneuver would seem to close the measurable

loop-of-experience without leaving any residue. Un-

fortunately, this approach bears a hidden assumption

of serious methodological and logical import.

Consider the personal experience reported by

Jones along with the detectible physiological expres-

sion of his reported experience, as duly measured

and corroborated scientifically. The basic issue con-

cerns what type of direct linkage is being assumed

between his personal experience and the physio-

logical expression of that experience. Direct linkage

would not be inherently problematic since some

degree of association would normally be expected

physically between conscious experience and the

physiological and externally detectible expression of

that experience.

Indeed, in the first instance, it might even be use-

ful to compare associative classification nomencla-

ture regarding varieties of conscious experience, on

the one hand, with correlative, externally detectible

physiological expressions of such experience, on the

other. In doing so, however, due diligence would be

advisable to avoid directly conflating classification

association with ontological association. Uncritically

imputing ontological status to this association by

default would transgress the boundary between

classification and ontology by positing identity

between the personal experience and the externally

detectible physiological expression of said experi-

ence. Left unexposed, however, this logical faux pas

paradoxically remains speciously beneficial insofar

as it artificially provides, and appears to guarantee,

for conscious experience the holy grail of objectivity

deemed essential for conducting neurophysiological

research on consciousness. Furthermore, reductive

conflation of externally detectible physiological

expressions of conscious experience with conscious

experience per se can elude detection under protec-

tive assumptions inherent in scientific materialism.

Conflating classification with ontology would thus

indirectly appear to validate first-order physicalism

replete with inherent constraints of space and time.
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Reality Check
The working assumption for science guided by

restrictive metaphysical principles, as noted by

Sullivan, entails general acceptance that the reality

being investigated should be accessible for general

research. Yet when delving into personal conscious

experience, this working assumption would require

augmentation to maintain and foster a high degree of

objectivity. So the association between conscious

experience and the measurable expression of that

experience is construed, without mention, as an onto-

logical identity. Far more than providing merely reli-

able indicators of experience, following this dubious

assumption to its logical conclusion, measurements

of physiological expressions of personal, conscious

experience could be alleged to constitute the very

essence of such experience! Claims for distinctly

personal experience, over and above measurements

thereof, would be dismissed as peripheral, illusory,

and, at best, of secondary interest. This result con-

forms to the general working assumption whereby

any knowledge claim ought ideally to be depersonal-

ized. Therefore, what counts as reality is deemed to

be limited to those features of the world which can

be addressed objectively by an exclusive scientific

methodology. Above all, purported spiritual reality

would have no status other than as representing

neurological correlates when deemed useful for

neurotheology.

A Change of Viewpoint
Recent literature provides reasons to believe that this

low-order reductionist model of mind, brain, and

consciousness may have reached a serious impasse.4

Early signals of transition have long been available.

After all, how could a 2% difference in DNA alone

ever suffice to account for a much higher order in

human consciousness?5 On the standard model, as

Noë avers, the brain is typically construed as the

generative source of consciousness, a view consistent

with the standard model of scientific methodology

extolling unmitigated objectivity. If this were the case,

individual conscious experience, once depersonal-

ized, should be readily accessible and available for

general cognitive research. Yet scientific research has

gradually become stymied, primarily because other

factors must be taken into consideration. In particu-

lar, Noë draws attention to the role of interaction

between the individual experiential entity and its en-

vironment, with the brain being tasked with proper

coordination. Put plainly, Noë is unconventionally

claiming that “we are looking for consciousness in

the wrong place if we look for it in the brain.”6

Once confirmed, this challenging claim may also

herald the end of naive reductionism regarding

brain, mind, and consciousness. As regards “ques-

tions of mind, self, consciousness, and their basis,”

neurologist Oliver Sacks finds Noë’s concepts “both

astounding and convincing.”7 Sensing here a funda-

mental revolution in “scientific thought about the

nature of consciousness,” Hilary Putnam affirms that

“most of what he says is true.”8 Even “those of us

who disagree,” Daniel Dennett admits, “have our

work cut out for us” in order to defend “current

orthodoxy.”9 Comments this serious coming from

the top echelon would seem to be signals of transi-

tional distress.

An Integrative Approach
Noë identifies at least two interrelated problems:

(1) conscious experience cannot be reduced to iso-

lated, objectively measurable brain states; (2) envi-

ronmental cum interpersonal factors are involved

which require holistic coordination, since these

factors are constitutive of the experience in some

integral way. The significance of these fundamental

issues extends far beyond possibly establishing some

novel trend in neuroscience.

While openly affirming that excellent experimen-

tal and theoretical work continues in cognitive sci-

ence, Noë claims that this entire research program

is built upon misguided presuppositions.10

It is misguided to search for neural correlates of

consciousness—at least if these are understood,

as they sometimes are, to be neural structures

or processes that are alone sufficient for con-

sciousness … More generally, it is untenable to

suppose that the brain’s job is to do our thinking

for us, and so it is untenable to think that the

brain manages this task by performing complex

computations.11

Being quite beyond stand-alone computational

capacity, seeking “to understand the brain basis of

experience” requires appreciation of “our dynamic

transactions with the world around us.”12 Might

the brain then be an instrument of interconnection,
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inclusive also of spiritual reality? Because environ-

mental factors would embrace “the cultural habitat of

the organism,”13 this alternative approach manifests

a wide-ranging viewpoint. Furthermore, Noë frankly

acknowledges that his claim, that “the foundations of

consciousness are not distinctively neural,”14 effec-

tively constitutes a direct attack upon orthodoxy.

Holism Revisited
Emergent holism, as noted by Sullivan, may correct

our fragmented views of reality.15 In this same vein,

Noë is reintroducing holism to the attention of

neuroscience.

The central claim of this book is that the brain

is not, on its own, a source of experience or cog-

nition. Experience and cognition are not bodily

by-products. What gives the living animal’s

states their significance is the animal’s dynamic

engagement with the world around it.16

Noë clarifies this unorthodox alternative as follows:

The last twenty-five years have witnessed the

gradual shaping of an embodied, situated

approach to mind. This approach has flourished

in certain regions of cognitive science … but it

has been all but ignored in neuroscience … and,

more generally, in the domain of consciousness

studies … It is now clear … that conscious-

ness, like a work of improvisational music, is

achieved in action, by us, thanks to our situation

in and access to a world we know around us.17

Limitations of Science
Many decades ago, Sullivan identified the poverty of

science, if artificially restricted in its scope by a meth-

odology appropriate for simple problems of “matter

and motion.”18 Meantime, this limitation has become

increasingly embedded within the culture of science

leaving the illusion that, in the long run, no unreach-

able goals of any significance exist for science today.

Unfortunately, personal experience does not fit this

restrictive methodology. So to bring it within the

range of scientific investigation, conscious experience

is virtually depersonalized in order to meet accept-

able methodological criteria.19 Summarily discount-

ing personal conscious experience in this way could

also be viewed as truncating reality at the altar of

objectivity, attempting to gain access to this personal

experiential domain for scientific research.

Signals of Transition
The findings identified by Noë arising internally

from within the system of scientific investigation

are unsettling. Lack of specified coupling between

the measurement and some physiological entity is

considered quite problematic.20 The absence of direct

and univocal correlation between detectable mea-

surements makes it much more difficult to measure

and control the specified reality purportedly being

investigated. According to Noë, the brain is neither

causative of the experience nor an adequate represen-

tation of it: something far grander is evidently

involved. The brain seems to be functioning more

like an integrating operator within a larger system

involving multiple agencies. Perhaps the emergence

of such unexpected indicators, in addition to other

constraining factors, constitutes a signal heralding an

impending shift in thought style or paradigm change.

Reactions to the work of Noë exhibit serious

professional interest. Viewed classically, significant

challenges to entrenched viewpoints signal incipient

adjustments in thought style. Science history is re-

plete with examples of worldviews and fundamental

beliefs that underwent unanticipated change. Such

shifts result largely as a function of new evidence

and the reinterpretation of evidence. Examples of

worldview change or paradigm shifts abound.

The variable manner by which an entrenched world-

view could be displaced or significantly modified is

complex, usually involving cultural and sociological

factors transcending what is usually deemed to con-

stitute scientific evidence.21

Belief-Bifurcation and
Worldview Shifts
The central parameters and features of typical trans-

formations within scientific thought were well

described in the classic 1935 work of Ludwik Fleck,

who described how theories formulated within sci-

ence, when entrenched, often exhibit extraordinary

tenacity of conviction.22 In that same year, philoso-

pher Robert Thouless published his insightful study

on the tendency toward degrees of certainty assigned

inversely as a function of available evidence.23 He

showed that lack of available supporting evidence

for a particular belief position tended to correlate

directly with a reinforced tenacity in belief convic-

tion, often leading to increasing divergence, even

utter belief-bifurcation. Both studies indicated that
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claims for certitude tend to correlate with a high

degree of rigidity and polarized conviction. This

easily leads to discounting ostensibly unbiased evi-

dence that ought to be deemed acceptable even by

staunch opponents of a particular theory or another

belief position, further polarizing the entrenched

bifurcation. At the higher level, even the basic terms

of legitimating and adjudication could become fixed.

However, when the “rules” become dogmatically

controlled by a particular belief system, transition or

“conversion” can be extremely difficult to achieve.

Methodological Constraints
Revisited
Viewed historically, acceptable feedback of scientific

information from experimentation has traditionally

resolved many cases of belief-bifurcation within

science. Nature “communicates,” as it were, when

we listen perceptively. Contending with polarized

presuppositions within science has often been very

challenging, especially when deeply embedded view-

points are involved.24

It is considerably more difficult to deal with

embedded methodological constraints, setting pre-

conditions for what is allowed to count as evidence.

Accordingly, the findings recently identified by Noë,

along with quoted peer commentaries, are particu-

larly interesting since they seem to reveal internal

signals of confusion and potential transition.

Dennett expresses hope that these extraordinary

findings can be treated as anomalies in need of

special attention. On the other hand, perhaps these

distress signals will expose grounds for really

serious tension being exhibited within the system as

currently understood. After all, it is imperative to

recognize that a dominant working assumption is

just that: an assumption. While not a religious type

of belief, the allegedly “misguided” assumption

identified by Noë, “to search for neural correlates of

consciousness,”25 nevertheless functions as a guide-

line demanding professional adherence in order to

foster continued operation of normal science within

this restrictive methodological paradigm. Clarifying

this broadly held working assumption can facilitate

proper understanding of the general operational role

of beliefs within science. Far more problematic,

however, are deeply embedded and tenaciously held

methodological constraints controlling what counts

as acceptable evidence.26

Inner Experience
Inner conscious experience is well documented in

the literature. In a rather prescient manner, Thomas

Merton unpacks entry-level physiological experience

often associated with spirituality, by identifying

differences between conscious experience originating

from beyond or from within the physiological sys-

tem. Chemicals such as peyote can induce the kind

of physiological ecstasy that Aldous Huxley felt was

“truly spiritual.”27 Although induced experience

remains a poor reflection of spontaneous experience,

at least some type of spiritual reality was hereby

being associated with the physiological dimension

of the human person. Thus some type of allegedly

spiritual realm, whether internal or external, was

unexpectedly discovered by artificially triggering

physiological sensors.28 However, this maneuver

could not replicate spontaneous inner experience

without leaving detectible differences. Peyote-

induced experience, though superficially similar,

was reportedly lacking meaningful depth and dura-

tion which contrasted with conscious spiritual ex-

perience arising spontaneously, presumably from

outside the physiological system.29

Conscious experience identified as arising from

beyond is often associated with a permanent trans-

formation best described as the most real thing in

the world.30 Using chemical shortcuts as the genera-

tive source of the conscious experience is patently

not transcendent. Although the detectible difference

in this instance is more subjective, it may neverthe-

less serve to expose difficulties regarding artificial

replication or reconstruction of authentic conscious

experience. Despite preemptive closure from neuro-

theology, only if conscious experience is truly genu-

ine can said experience express an enduring sense of

transcendence without involving Linus-blanket

dependence upon conscious experience. This is the

virtual litmus test. Neither peyote nor apparatuses

like Persinger’s “God Helmet” can provide any

enduring sense of transcendent reality. Trying to

replicate, force, or mimic deep experiential reality

remains a charade.

A person like Bucke, who consciously experienced

such in-breaking “Presence,” may more easily recog-

nize that the experience implicates a spiritual source

beyond physiological expression of the experience.

Though conscious experience may provide reassur-

ance of meaningful spiritual reality beyond the here
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and now, Merton wisely cautions against becoming

dependent upon any repetition or artificial replica-

tion of such spontaneous experience, since depend-

ence or control would inhibit authentic spiritual

growth.31

Conclusion
Conscious experience characteristically involves an

inherently personal aspect which will not be denied

despite unacknowledged limitations within current

scientific methodology. Conscious experience cannot

be fully reduced to detectible physiological expres-

sions associated with experience. If conscious experi-

ence is genuine, it may open the door to a deeper

spiritual realm entirely beyond the restricted capac-

ity of traditional science to recognize or adjudicate.

�
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